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There is no mention of projection screen? Is there an existing screen? Where is it located and how is it controlled?  

What is the distance from projector to screen so we can determine the correct lens.

There is an existing screen.  The screen is controlled manually with a switch that is side stage.  Location, distance and 

size can be measured on site during the walkthrough

274116 Section 2.11 and 2.12 appear to specify the same equipment for both Teleprompter and Tally Light.  Is there a 

teleprompter system

YES.  Provide a Prompter People Pro-FS19, 19-inch telemprompter as basis of design.  Provide with adjustable 

beamspliter angle, Flip-Q Pro Prompting software.  Provide complete with stand and optional iPad Bracket

There aren't any lighting fixtures listed at all for the studio. Are they using exiting fixtures?

Replacement Studio lighting fixtures are not part of this project.  They are using existing fixtures

Will we be able to submit questions after walk-thru on 6/26 even though deadline for written questions is the day 

before the walk-thru on 6/25?

Yes.  E-mail all remaining final written questions by Thursday morning 6/27 at 10AM.  

They will be answered on 6/28

Specification 110640 quantities seem to be duplicated.  Section 2.12. A.1 reads "all units to include 10' DMX".  This 

would result in a Quantity of 121, then in Section 2.14 C.1.a there is a quantity of 10' DMX = Quantity: 90

Provide ninety (90)  10'-0" DMX Extension Cables

Specification 110640 Section 2.16.  What type of base are you looking for the 500/700’s retrofits ? Standard 3000k 

chip? Reflector type? 

The specification correctly states the base, color temperature and reflector type within Section 2.16


